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(Hair of the) Dog Bites Socialism! 

The Soviet regime was christened and anoint‐
ed for its last rites with alcohol. In October 1917,
with the cheers greeting Lenin's "Decree on Pow‐
er" still resounding in Smolny, the ragtag band of
workers and soldiers who had "stormed" the Win‐
ter Palace expropriated the former tsar's choicest
treasures: his immense stocks of wine and vodka.
And despite setting out machine guns to protect
the  tsar's  wine  cellar  and  other  storehouses  of
spirit  throughout  the capital,  despite  appointing
ad hoc committees to investigate the counterrevo‐
lutionary  conspiracy  that  "must"  have  been  be‐
hind the drunken riots,  Bolshevik  leaders  could
not  stop  the  month-long  "festival  of  the  op‐
pressed" that greeted the Revolution.[1] Still, they
and the "conscious workers" who made the revo‐
lution -- virtual teetotalers all -- eventually man‐
aged  to  take  the  less  "cultured"  population  in
hand and begin to build the first socialist society. 

In  August  1991,  the  men cast  as  Lenin  and
Trotsky in the farcical re-enactment of the Octo‐
ber  coup,  Vice  President  Gennadii  Yanaev  and
Prime  Minister  Valentin  Pavlov,  were  so  drunk

that  reporters  and  subordinates  alike  all  but
laughed  in  their  faces  as  they  announced  Gor‐
bachev's incapacitating "illness." Not surprisingly,
the  coup plotters  did  not  share  their  illustrious
predecessors' views on the political function of al‐
cohol in a crisis: item 3 of their "program" specifi‐
cally  called  for  "easing  up  on  alcohol  laws"  to
pacify the population. [2] The coup plotters ulti‐
mately gave way before the leader of Democratic
Russia,  "First"  Russian  President  Boris Yeltsin  --
sober  at  the  time,  but  no  doubt  able  to  drink
Yanaev and Pavlov under the table given half a
chance. 

Alcohol's  role  in  1917  and  1991  go  deeper
than the relative sobriety of the victorious lead‐
ers. Nicholas II's precipitous decision in July 1914
to extend prohibition beyond mobilization -- and
thereby deprive his government of a quarter of its
annual revenues -- was the first spur to the gallop‐
ing  inflation  that  would  eventually  help  bring
down  his  regime.  And  the  spread  of  samogon
(moonshine)  production in the Russian country‐
side during World War I gave peasants the means
to hold onto their grain surpluses and sever the



cities' food lifeline.[3] Drink corroded the socialist
system far more insidiously,  however.  Since the
early 1970s,  the life  expectancy of  Russian men
has  declined  to  below  60,  and  demographers
blame  alcohol  for  much  of  this  unprecedented
fall.  Drinking  has  stunted  Russia's  birthrate  as
well, insofar as habitual drunkenness is one of the
most oft-cited reasons women give for filing for
divorce.[4]  Locked  in  a  death  struggle  with  the
west, and committed to a model of development
demanding ever greater amounts of labor to in‐
crease output, the Soviet Union was more vulner‐
able than most societies to the long-term demo‐
graphic damage that widespread heavy drinking
can cause. Though the initiators of the 1980's anti-
alcohol campaign were misguided if they thought
that they could save socialism by simply drying
out  the  country,  they  were  right  in  identifying
drink as a major threat to the country's long-term
viability.[5] 

Confronted  with  this  ongoing  tragedy,  some
are inclined to throw up their  hands and claim
that Russian drinking habits are an ineradicable
legacy of the past. Did not Saint Vladimir declare
in 986 AD that "drink is the joy of the Russes --
they cannot exist without it?" Yet history's legacy
is not so clear-cut. Yes, the Russian drinking style
has long been much "harder" than that of  most
other European nations. Where the French drink
wine, the Russians drink vodka. Where the Ger‐
mans  take  (or  used  to  take)  nips  of  beer  or
schnapps  throughout  the day,  Russians  tend  to
drink deeply, to the point of intoxication. 

Nonetheless, a seventy-four year course of so‐
cialist treatment and almost a decade of on-again,
off-again  capitalist  shock  therapy  have  greatly
strengthened  Russians'  fatal  attraction  to  drink.
For much of the nineteenth century, Russians per-
capita alcohol consumption was among the lowest
in Europe, for they could only afford to go on the
occasional  spree.  In  1913,  the  average  Russian
consumed roughly one-fifth of a bottle of vodka a
week;  today,  the  average  Russian  consumes

around one bottle of vodka a week.[6] Moreover,
Russians  resorted  to  alcohol  surrogates  and
samogon only rarely before the Great War. Today,
some experts  estimate  that  some forty-five  per‐
cent of the alcohol that Russians consume comes
from untaxed and therefore untested beverages.
[7] So perhaps the most fruitful point of departure
for discovering the roots of  Russia's  present-day
alcohol  problem  is  Russia's traumatic  twentieth
century.[8]  And  a  good  "first-person"  source  for
such  an  investigation  would  be  Ivan  Petrov's
memoirs of his life as a drunkard and a tramp in
the post-Stalin Soviet Union. 

I put first-person in quotation marks because
this book is actually Ivan Petrov's memoirs as told
to -- and no doubt substantially shaped by -- C. S.
Walton between 1996 and 1998. Walton seems to
be  even  more  of  a  vagabond  than  her  subject,
having lived and worked in Germany, California,
Canada, Brazil, and Russia. In 1995, Walton pub‐
lished Little Tenement on the Volga based on her
two-year stint in a kommunal'ka in Samara in the
early 1990s. Her experiences in provincial Russia
served her well as she transcribed, translated, and
arranged Ivan Petrov's reminiscences, for her text
accurately captures the crudeness and cruelty of
the Soviet lower depths. Her anglicisms may both‐
er the American reader (I did not figure out that a
"dog end" was a cigarette butt until I had nearly
finished the book), and her device of opening ev‐
ery chapter in media res becomes somewhat tire‐
some after  a  while.  On the whole,  though,  Ivan
Petrov is a straightforward and unsentimental ac‐
count of the subcultures of beggars, petty thieves,
and drunkards in a  country where such people
were not supposed to exist. With Petrov's testimo‐
ny, one can begin to discern how the Soviet envi‐
ronment  strengthened  the  virulence  of  indige‐
nous drinking habits to the point where they be‐
came a threat to society itself. A bracing chaser of
an epilogue set  in present-day England jolts  the
western  reader  out  of  any  smug  conclusions.
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Merely building capitalism in Russia will not tame
the national thirst. 

Ivan Petrov was born in 1935 in a bleak in‐
dustrial town not far from Samara. His mother, a
middling  party  member,  seems  to  have  been  a
typical  social  climber  of  the  time,  albeit  more
dense than most.  So intent was she on grasping
the trappings of elite status --fashionable dresses,
high-heeled shoes, even a second marriage into a
more "cultured" family -- that she failed to recog‐
nize how silly her aspirations appeared to her fel‐
low  inhabitants  of  the  provincial  backwater.
Petrov's father, people whispered, was a "Chekist"
who was apparently swept up in a purge and exe‐
cuted. Petrov's stepfather was a cruel fraud who
overcame  his  noble  origins  --indeed,  parlayed
them in high Stalinist Russia into respectability --
and beat his stepson with a studded belt until the
local party committee intervened. 

Such  childhood  experiences  might  incline
anyone,  anywhere to find comfort  in the bottle,
but they acquired particular force in the context
of Stalinist Russia. For one thing, as the son of an
enemy of the people, Petrov was denied entrance
into Arkhangel'sk Naval Academy. Now, a sailor's
life is hardly a sober one, but one could imagine
that  naval  service might  have partially  satisfied
his  wanderlust  and  integrated  him  into  society.
Moreover,  his  parents'  respective  fates,  hardly
unique at the time, gave him a cynical perspective
on one of the great engines of Soviet society, up‐
ward social mobility. Why grow up to be a defend‐
er of socialism when the revolution regularly eats
its  children?  Why  become  a  bigwig  in  a  no-ac‐
count  town  when  everyone  will  laugh  behind
your back? Vagabondage appeared positively hon‐
orable. 

Petrov was no natural-born alcoholic. He had
not been drunk more than a dozen times before
he was fifteen -- a number high by American stan‐
dards,  perhaps,  but  certainly  within  European
norms --and he had not felt the appeal of intoxica‐
tion. That all changed, strange as it may seem to

westerners, when a friend handed him Spirol, an
alcohol-based  remedy  for  dandruff.  Though  he
had trouble  keeping the stuff  down,  its  potency
made him feel invulnerable and gave him a life-
long love for alcohol in any form. Still, he did not
become a  drunkard for  some years  yet.  After  a
brief tour around the White Sea as a deckhand,
Petrov journeyed to Riga to get training as a radio
operator. But just before he graduated, his refusal
to divulge who had lent him a banned book on
atavistic memory made him an object of suspicion
and  the  butt  of  ridicule.  In  a  drunken  rage  he
jumped out of a window and ruined his right leg.
His pain, his permanent handicap, and his bitter‐
ness at being punished for doing the right thing
all predisposed him to seek comfort in the bottle
thereafter. 

Of course, his being posted in an Udegei vil‐
lage north of Vladivostok as a radio operator did
not  exactly  incline  him to  sobriety.  Here  in  the
taiga, the Stalinist state had perfected the colonial
tactics first developed by Muscovy in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. For the state monopo‐
lized all forms of trade, not just the fur trade. So
the  money  the  state  disbursed  to  the  trappers
once a year could be recouped by the state liquor
store within a week.  Given the wreckage of the
cultures of  the "little  peoples"  of  the north,  and
the propensities of the Russians who lived among
them, there was little  to  stop the inhabitants  of
Petrov's village (and hundreds like it)  from cen‐
tering their lives around drink. Petrov manages to
save up 120,000 rubles during his three-year post‐
ing, but blows all but 68 rubles and a return ticket
to the Volga in a two-week champagne drinking
spree.  The  Siberian  wastes  are  apparently  too
harsh for any Protestant work ethic to take root. 

Back in his home town, Petrov began his slow
descent into the lower depths. What might strike
the western reader as remarkable, even a western
reader  acquainted with  Imperial  Russia,  is  how
few  obstacles  Petrov  encountered  on  his  way
down, and how few reasons Petrov could find to
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stay sober. His wife constantly scolded him for his
drinking  but,  perhaps  because  of  the  endemic
housing shortage,  did not threaten him with di‐
vorce for many years. As a married woman, she
was barred by long-standing custom from joining
him in his drinking bouts. Able to open up only
when drunk, Petrov became increasingly alienat‐
ed from her and immune to her imprecations to
stop drinking.  The factory management and the
local  government  began  a  campaign  against
drunkards -- which, judging from Petrov's descrip‐
tion,  included a  significant  fraction of  the  male
workers of the town. But the authorities had only
punishment to offer, for Petrov and his drinking
buddies had no interest in climbing the social lad‐
der into "respectability." Incarceration and public
humiliation  thus  only  hardened  Petrov's  heart
against the system which he blames for not giving
him any outlet for his talents. 

Tsarist Russia hardly provided a wealth of op‐
portunities to the insulted and injured. But it did
wrap most of its subjects in networks of depen‐
dence that made it difficult (at least in comparison
to  Soviet  Russia)  for  them  to  become  regular
heavy  drinkers.  Moreover,  "conscious  workers,"
who often demonstrated their kul'turnost' by re‐
fusing  to  drink,  gave  rank-and-file  workers  a
sober  and  sometimes  appealing  model  of  com‐
portment. There was also a growing, if still small,
temperance movement at the turn of the century
that strove to wean drinkers from the bottle and
give them cultural alternatives to alcohol.[9] So‐
cialism swept all  these controls  away.  Rapid ur‐
banization during the first-five year plan dimin‐
ished the individual's absolute dependence on the
village  commune.  Conscious  workers  became
bosses, and as such no longer saw as much value
in abstaining from the universal social lubricant.
After Stalin demanded "the greatest expansion of
vodka production possible for the sake of a real
and serious defense of our country" in 1930, any
large-scale  temperance  movements  were  ruled
out of bounds.[10] And after Stalin died, labor dis‐
cipline  was  slackened  enough  that  even  drunk‐

ards like Petrov could find at least  a temporary
place in the vast Soviet industrial complex. 

After  a  few  years  as  a  "worker"  in  Toliatti,
Petrov's wife finally reported him for hooliganism
and got him sentenced to a labor camp near As‐
trakhan. Thus begins the cycle that takes up much
of the rest of the book: Petrov does some time in a
corrective  facility  (either  penal  or  "curative-la‐
bor"),  he  is  released  and  starts  wandering  in
search of a makeshift job, he makes enough mon‐
ey  to  work  himself  into  a  progressively  more
drunken state, and is then caught again by the au‐
thorities.  Looking  back  over  his  life,  Petrov  be‐
lieves  that  his  life  as  an  alcoholic  vagabond al‐
lowed him to "b[reak] through barriers that con‐
fine the  normal  human being"  (p.  238).  But  the
monotonousness  of  his  reflections  and  feelings
about  his  plight  make it  hard for  the  reader  to
agree with him. He strikes out at the corrupt party
officials and their stoolies among the population
for trapping him in a boring existence but cannot
come up with any better way of passing the time
than finding more drink. He nurses a permanent
grudge  against  his  wife  for  turning  him  in  but
evinces  no  sign  of  regret  for  the  suffering  he
caused her.  He repeats  the now hoary line that
there was no difference between the camp "zone"
and the "big zone" outside the barbed wire even
though  his  dislike  of  the  camps  shows  that  he
does  not  really  believe  it.  So  consumed was  he
with slaking his immense thirst that it is only in
the West that he had a chance to re-examine the
axioms of his life. It is safe to say that he still has a
long way to go. 

But if Petrov learned nothing, the reader can
at least be grateful that he forgot nothing. Where
else could we learn about plantations run by Ko‐
reans (?!?) in Kyrgyzia in the 1960s. Or how to be
a card-sharp grifter on the Soviet rail system? Or
the  numerous  small  outbreaks  of  social  unrest
that disturbed the seemingly placid surface of "re‐
ally existing" socialism? Or the surprisingly peace‐
ful  relations  between  hardened  criminals  and
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pseudo-intellectual  small-timers  like  Petrov  in
Brezhnev's shrunken Gulag? Petrov (and Walton)
wisely give room to the diverse cast of characters
that he met on his travels. Soviet reality may have
been grim,  but  Petrov demonstrates  that  it  was
not gray. 

Petrov  finally  hit  bottom  in  Tbilisi  in  the
1980s. For much of his career he refused to "low‐
er" himself to the level of begging, fearing that it
might be too easy to support his habit. Despite ev‐
erything, he seems to have imbibed a little of the
socialist state's productivist ethos. But his creep‐
ing decrepitude and a false revelation delivered
to him by a "good" beggar broke down his inhibi‐
tions. No longer needing to make himself periodi‐
cally presentable, he slides inexorably to a near-
death experience in a  city  dump.  He is  miracu‐
lously  saved,  and even more miraculously  ends
up in Britain a few years later. Here he finds that
the Communists did not lie about capitalism: it is
indeed "decadent" --imagine women drinking wa‐
ter directly from a bottle! -- and turns the lives of
its denizens "into an endless scramble for money"
(p. 236). He remains an incorrigible drunk, albeit
no longer a semi-dissident one. 

His surviving drinking buddies back in Russia
--  and  millions  of  other  hard-drinking  Russian
men -- are in much the same pickle. Creating the
rudiments of a free labor market,  as Russia has
done over the past decade, is not enough to entice
drinkers  to  sober  up.  If  anything,  it  only  helps
feed the despair and desperate poverty that gives
them a reason to drink. Independent cultural or‐
ganizations -- some primarily temperance-orient‐
ed, some with a broader purpose -- will have to
emerge to inculcate the extra-economic value of
sobriety if Russia is to have a hope of reining in its
thirst. If President Putin does attempt to engineer
a state-led revival of "values" as he promised be‐
fore his election, he may wish to take heed of the
lessons his tsarist models never quite learned: try‐
ing to do the work of civil society for it and de‐

priving associations of their autonomy is a sure-
fire way to doom any cultural campaign to failure.

Petrov's memoirs shed much light on the ulti‐
mate fate of the Soviet cultural revolution. Recent‐
ly,  scholars have begun to expand the notion of
cultural revolution beyond the "class war" during
the early stages of the first  five-year plan to in‐
clude the complete mission civilatrice -- the war
on illiteracy, the struggle with unhygienic popular
practices,  the instilling of  proper forms of  com‐
portment,  and so forth --  of  Bolshevik and non-
party activists during the first two decades of So‐
viet power. Sheila Fitzpatrick, who virtually origi‐
nated the concept of cultural revolution, has ob‐
jected  to  this  expansion,  though  largely  on
methodological  grounds.[11]  But  one  might  go
further and ask just what impact the cultural rev‐
olution had after World War II. Draw up the lad‐
der of rapid social mobility (as the "new elite" be‐
gan to do after 1932), cease to apply terror as a
form of social prophylaxis (as the regime did for
good  in  1953),  and  the  incessant  demands  for
kul'turnost' become for the majority of the popu‐
lation mere background noise or, at best, a set of
cues for which mask to wear for a given situation.
[12] 

Of course,  as Ivan Petrov's testimony makes
clear, the alternative was not much better. Born
as he was into an industrialized country, Petrov
and his cohort could not get as excited as young
male peasants might at the prospect of becoming
bosses. And the use of terror only compromised
the goals of the civilizing mission in the eyes of
Petrov and others.[13]  The post-Stalinist  system,
as Petrov makes clear, made it all but impossible
for its inhabitants to imagine an alternative to it.
But the system's inability to inculcate an ethic of
hard work -- on the contrary, from Petrov's mem‐
oirs, it seems to have inculcated an ethic of drunk‐
enness --turned out to be one of its main weak‐
nesses. 

When historians of the Soviet Union begin to
study  the  post-Stalin  period  in  earnest,  Petrov's
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memoirs will probably become a valuable docu‐
ment of  social  and cultural  decay.  In the mean‐
time,  much  of  the  book  could  be  profitably  as‐
signed to undergraduates who want to learn more
about the texture of  life under Khrushchev and
Brezhnev.[14] And, one way or another, scholars
and policy-makers will have to grapple with the
legacy of despair described so vividly by Petrov. 
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